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DOCTRINE OVERVIEWDOCTRINE OVERVIEW



Doctrine DefinitionDoctrine Definition

Doctrine, as defined by the Joint Chiefs, Doctrine, as defined by the Joint Chiefs, 
““presents fundamental principles that presents fundamental principles that 
guide the employment of forces.  Doctrine guide the employment of forces.  Doctrine 
is authoritative.  It provides the distilled is authoritative.  It provides the distilled 
insights and wisdom gained from our insights and wisdom gained from our 
collective experience with warfare.  collective experience with warfare.  
Doctrine facilitates clear thinking and Doctrine facilitates clear thinking and 
assists a commander in determining the assists a commander in determining the 
proper course of action under the proper course of action under the 
circumstances prevailing at the time of circumstances prevailing at the time of 
decisiondecision””.  .  (Joint Warfare (Joint Warfare –– Joint Pub 1)Joint Pub 1)



Level I Doctrine Level I Doctrine –– Strategic or Strategic or 
CapstoneCapstone
•• Identifies strategic policy above USCG (e.g., Identifies strategic policy above USCG (e.g., 

DHS, National Strategy) and provides a broad DHS, National Strategy) and provides a broad 
interpretation of how USCG should implement it.  interpretation of how USCG should implement it.  

•• Level I Level I -- Strategic or Capstone Doctrine Strategic or Capstone Doctrine -- states states 
the fundamental principles for employment of the fundamental principles for employment of 
USCG forces serviceUSCG forces service--wide to attain national wide to attain national 
objectives.  objectives.  

•• Examples:Examples:
–– USCG:  AmericaUSCG:  America’’s Maritime Guardian, CG Pub 1s Maritime Guardian, CG Pub 1
–– Maritime Strategy for Homeland Security,CG Pub 3Maritime Strategy for Homeland Security,CG Pub 3--0101



Capstone DoctrineCapstone Doctrine

•• Linked to National StrategyLinked to National Strategy

•• CommandantCommandant’’s Directions Direction

•• Enduring fundamental beliefsEnduring fundamental beliefs

•• Roles and AuthoritiesRoles and Authorities

•• Core AttributesCore Attributes



Level II Doctrine Level II Doctrine –– Operational Operational 
IntegrationIntegration

•• Defines multiDefines multi--unit tactics and techniques of each unit tactics and techniques of each 
program element as related to Level I.  The guiding program element as related to Level I.  The guiding 
principle of level II is intraprinciple of level II is intra--service teamwork to achieve service teamwork to achieve 
service essential task objectives.  service essential task objectives.  

•• Level II Level II -- Operational Doctrine Operational Doctrine -- establishes principles establishes principles 
and rules governing organization, direction, and and rules governing organization, direction, and 
employment of USCG forces in the accomplishment of employment of USCG forces in the accomplishment of 
basic operational missions. It embodies the concepts and basic operational missions. It embodies the concepts and 
principles derived from the strategic (capstone) doctrine.  principles derived from the strategic (capstone) doctrine.  

•• Examples:  Examples:  
–– Maritime Law Enforcement ManualMaritime Law Enforcement Manual
–– Search and Rescue (SAR) ManualSearch and Rescue (SAR) Manual
–– Marine Safety ManualMarine Safety Manual



Operational Integration DoctrineOperational Integration Doctrine

•• MissionsMissions

•• FunctionsFunctions

•• Force EmploymentForce Employment

•• Resource Plans and OrganizationResource Plans and Organization



Level III Doctrine Level III Doctrine –– Tactical Tactical 
EmploymentEmployment

•• Tactical Employment Doctrine, individual unit Tactical Employment Doctrine, individual unit 
doctrine, establishes detailed unitdoctrine, establishes detailed unit--level tactics, level tactics, 
techniques and procedures (TTP) that guide the techniques and procedures (TTP) that guide the 
accomplishment of specific objectives.  accomplishment of specific objectives.  

•• Tactics & Techniques:Tactics & Techniques:
–– Products of Lessons LearnedProducts of Lessons Learned
–– Employment of Forces and Specific ResourcesEmployment of Forces and Specific Resources

•• Examples:Examples:
–– Coast Guard unitCoast Guard unit--level plans/SOPlevel plans/SOP’’ss



Doctrine ModelsDoctrine Models

•• Empowered ModelEmpowered Model

•• Coordinating ModelCoordinating Model

•• Ad Hoc ModelAd Hoc Model



Empowered ModelEmpowered Model

•• Combines responsibility for creating and Combines responsibility for creating and 
implementing doctrine in one part of an implementing doctrine in one part of an 
organization.organization.

•• Including doctrine in all levels of training Including doctrine in all levels of training 
institutionalizes doctrine.institutionalizes doctrine.

•• Example:  Training and Doctrine Example:  Training and Doctrine 
CommandCommand



Coordinating ModelCoordinating Model

•• Establishes a single point for creating and Establishes a single point for creating and 
promulgating doctrine but may not be promulgating doctrine but may not be 
empowered to direct implementation of empowered to direct implementation of 
doctrine.doctrine.

•• Provides centralized focus for doctrine Provides centralized focus for doctrine 
development and point of accessibility for development and point of accessibility for 
doctrine issues in/outside organization.doctrine issues in/outside organization.

•• Example:  Doctrine CommandsExample:  Doctrine Commands



Ad Hoc Model Ad Hoc Model 

•• Decentralization Decentralization -- organizational components organizational components 
may develop and implement elements of may develop and implement elements of 
doctrine within their program areas, but no doctrine within their program areas, but no 
central point exists for creating, promulgating, central point exists for creating, promulgating, 
or implementing organizational doctrine. or implementing organizational doctrine. 

•• Coast GuardCoast Guard’’s current Doctrine Model s current Doctrine Model –– no one no one 
CG program or command has centralized control CG program or command has centralized control 
of doctrine development/implementation.of doctrine development/implementation.

•• May be effective, but may not be as efficient as May be effective, but may not be as efficient as 
formalized centralized approach.formalized centralized approach.

•• May lead to lack of coordination between May lead to lack of coordination between 
programs, stovepipes, and inconsistent doctrine.programs, stovepipes, and inconsistent doctrine.



Institutionalizing Doctrine in USCGInstitutionalizing Doctrine in USCG

•• Doctrine must have buyDoctrine must have buy--in at all levels within the in at all levels within the 
Coast Guard.Coast Guard.

•• Doctrine must link directly to training and Doctrine must link directly to training and 
education.education.

•• Doctrine system must have a clear feedback Doctrine system must have a clear feedback 
loop for lessons learned and be flexible enough loop for lessons learned and be flexible enough 
to account for change when needed.to account for change when needed.



Institutionalizing Doctrine in USCGInstitutionalizing Doctrine in USCG

•• Doctrine must be consistent with that of other Doctrine must be consistent with that of other 
agencies (and programs) jointly involved in agencies (and programs) jointly involved in 
attaining the same strategic objectives attaining the same strategic objectives –– 
essential for joint interoperability with DOD, DHS essential for joint interoperability with DOD, DHS 
& other agencies, particularly in post& other agencies, particularly in post--9/11 world.9/11 world.

•• Doctrine products must be easily accessible to Doctrine products must be easily accessible to 
customers both within and outside the Coast customers both within and outside the Coast 
Guard (critical for joint interoperability issues).Guard (critical for joint interoperability issues).

•• A Hierarchy of Doctrine must be organized with A Hierarchy of Doctrine must be organized with 
a logical system for numbering and organizing a logical system for numbering and organizing 
doctrinal pubs.doctrinal pubs.




